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Prepping: Booby Traps and Hunkering DownHave you ever wondered what would happen if the grid

went dark for more than a week? In the last decade we've seen this happen several times. Between

hurricanes, tornadoes, wild fires, and earth quakes, one thing is astonishingly clear - Most people

have NO backup plan. Are you one of the few that does have enough water and propane to hold

out?What happens to those that do save enough supplies?When people run out of basic

necessities, they will do things they aren't ordinary capable of. That includes pillaging and

plundering their neighbor's home to keep their own family fed.What have you done to secure your

home?In my book Prepping: Booby Traps and Hunkering Down, we're going to cover the following:-

Booby Traps and Prepping Your Property- Trip Wires- External Deterrents- Internal Perimeter

Deterrents- Internal Deterrents- Building A Safe RoomClick the Buy Now button to get this book and

don't forget about the bonus at the end!
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Definitely a book I want to have for the end of civilization as we know it. Practical yet simple, most

everything you would need to know about booby traps and hunkering down.When people think of

"prepping" and "Preppers" they often get the mental image of crazy people with garages full of

canned goods and a secret underground bunker in the back yard. This book is not about those

people.As someone that lives far from any major city I found the information in the book useful and

helpful in putting together our own emergency plans about booby traps and hunkering down. If you

want to know more about booby traps and hunkering down then this book may be the guide that you

need.

This is a wonderful value filled book that helps you to feel much safer in your own house. It covers

everything you are going to need from setting up trip wire to external deterrents. I know what it can

feel like wondering if someone is going to break into your house and whether you will even be

aware when they break in. That is where the knowledge found in this book comes in handy. After

applying this knowledge you won't have to wonder anymore and you also will have everything set

up to take care of any unwanted intruders.

We live in a troubling and troubled world of natural disasters, vulnerability to intruders, looters, and

criminals. Although each may conjure up feelings of being disillusioned with a society that no longer

looks out for each other, it is heartwarming to see an author who sets out to provide information for

taking a responsible and proactive stand to protect ourselves, our families, and our assets from the

possibilities.'Prepping: Booby Traps and Hunkering Down- Prep and Fortify Your Home With..." may

seem a stretch in survivalism, but as the author notes, ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“Natural, social and

economic disasters can lead to a scenario where your home, family, food and weapons can come

under threat.ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• We must embrace that reality and consider the tips and tools covered

in this book.Starting with an assessment of when your home will be most vulnerable, and moving

right along... to finding the tips, techniques and tools, and in many cases, the instructs on how to

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“buildÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• the booby traps. I was impressed with the integrity of the

author - noting some of the ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“deterrentsÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• are not legal during

peacetime, with the intention to make readers aware of what CAN be put in place should an

extreme situation call for extreme protective measures.I found the description about the safe room

fascinating! Many things I would never have considered, and I have taken disaster training! A short

read, for sure, but information that is important and to the point.



I purchased this book believing that it would provide ideas and instruction on the construction and

placement of booby traps in a SHTF scenario. Instead, it centered on fortifying your home against

burglary. Safe rooms and CCTV cameras are a good idea in today's society, but with no power or

police response, cameras will not work and an intruder isn't in a hurry to leave. Having said that, this

book does illustrate the need for a defensive mindset when planning for home security.

Unless you are a neophyte, this book is a waste of money.

Very little on traps, most was information on cameras, safe room, supplies, etc. Not much at all on

the title subject. Do not recommend for the title subject matter.

Not many booby traps in this booby trap book, disappointing. There was a repeat of much standard

information of hardening your soft defenses.

Not what I was expecting, as most were common sense ideas. Would not recommend to friends.
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